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Abstract

The effect of mesoscale topography on multi-vortex self-organization is investigated numerically in this paper using a barotropic prim-
itive equation model with topographic term. In the initial field there are one DeMaria major vortex with the maximum wind radius rm of
80 km at the center of the computational domain, and four meso-b vortices in the vicinity of rm to the east of the major vortex center.
When there is no topography present, the initial vortices self-organize into a quasi-final state flow pattern, i.e. a quasi-axisymmetric vor-
tex whose intensity is close to that of the initial major vortex. However, when a mesoscale topography is incorporated, the spatial scale of
the quasi-final state vortex reduces, and the relative vorticity at the center of the vortex and the local maximum wind speed remarkably
increase. The possible mechanism for the enhancement of the quasi-final state vortex might be that the negative relative vorticity lump,
generated above the mesoscale topography because of the constraint of absolute vorticity conservation, squeezes the center of positive
vorticity towards the mountain slope area, and thus reduces the spatial range of the major vortex. Meanwhile, because the total kinetic
energy is basically conservative, the squeezing directly leads to the concentration of the energy in a smaller area, i.e. the strengthening of
the vortex.
� 2007 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The effect of topography on the structure, track, and
intensity of vortex is an important topic in vortex dynam-
ics, and a series of relevant results have been presented.
When a typhoon vortex approaches the Taiwan island
from the east, a new positive vorticity center is generated
to the west of the island and structural change of the vortex
from single-center vortex to double-center one happens fre-
quently [1–3]. Luo and Chen [4] investigated the effect of
terrain on the propagation of vortex Rossby waves, and
found that terrain may change the asymmetric structure
of the pressure field of typhoon vortex. And terrain may
also deflect the track of vortex [5–7]. Based on synoptic
studies, Chen and Ding [1] pointed out that when a vortex

lies on the windward slope of mountains, the enhancement
of the ascending motion can result in a strengthening of the
vortex, and that almost every torrential rain associated
with typhoons is related with terrain. Smolarkiewice and
Rotunno [8] studied lee waves and lee vortices when the
air flow passed over a ball-shaped mountain under the con-
dition that Froude number Fr is 0.5. Recently, the studies
of the lee wave and lee vortex have obtained great achieve-
ments. Gao et al. [9,10] investigated the effect of Tibetan
plateau on the flow passing over Tibet. Gao et al. [11] dis-
covered that for the formation mechanism of the lee vortex,
there are obvious differences in the rotating case compared
with the non-rotating case.

In recent years, self-organization has become a topic of
interest in many fields. Self-organization provides a novel
path of analyses, and in this paper a possible mechanism
for the effect of terrain on the intensity of vortex is
going to be analyzed by way of vortex self-organization.
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Enagonio and Montgomery [12] set one major vortex of
typhoon scale in the initial field and four meso-b vortices
in the vicinity of the maximum wind radius to the east of
the major vortex. Through self-organization the major vor-
tex absorbed the four meso-b vortices, resulting in a final
state flow pattern, i.e. an axisymmetric vortex. And during
the evolution process of the vortices without background
flow, the intensity of the major vortex changed. Luo and
Liu [13] analyzed the interaction of a major vortex with
meso-b scale vortices embedded in the horizontal shearing
currents, and pointed out that the incorporation of hori-
zontally shearing enhances the intensity of final state self-
organized vortex. Based on the studies of Enagonio et al.
[12] and Luo et al. [13], in this paper, the multi-vortex
self-organization in an ambient horizontally shearing flow
above the underlying surface of a mesoscale topography
and the topographic effect on the intensity of self-organized
major vortex are further investigated.

2. Model and experiment design

2.1. The shallow water primitive equation model

The numerical model used for this work is a shallow
water primitive equation model in Cartesian coordinates
(x, y) with a uniform resting depth, similar to Evans
et al. [14]. Spatial differencing adopts the mean enstrophy
and mean kinetic energy conserving scheme of Arakawa
and Lamb, which uses the flux form of the shallow water
equations on an Arakawa C-grid. The complete prognostic
equations are
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Here u is the east–west zonal velocity, v is the north–south
meridional velocity, P = gh is the geopotential, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and h is the depth of the fluid;
u* = hu and v* = hv, and k = (u2 + v2)/2; the potential vor-
ticity q is given by q = (ov/ox � ou/oy + f)/h, where f is the
Coriolis parameter; u�b ¼ hbu; v�b ¼ hbv, where hb is the
height of the topography given by

hb ¼
ho cosðrbp=rsÞ; rb < rs;

0; rb P rs;

�
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, and (xh, yh) is the posi-
tion of topography center. A resting fluid depth of 5 km is
chosen to give a maximum gravity wave speed of approxi-
mately 224 m Æ s�1.

The model domain is 2000 km · 2000 km with a grid
resolution of 5 km. Asselin time stepping is used and our
simulations use a time step of 2.5 s. Five-point spatial
smoothing is performed every 10-model minutes.

2.2. Boundary conditions

Cyclic boundaries are prescribed to the east and west. At
the north and south boundaries, set
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To prevent gravity waves reflected at the edges of the
domain from propagating back into the vortical area, a sim-
ple sponge ring is employed. The computational formula is
as follows (taking the west boundary as an example):

bF i;j ¼ ð1� aiÞF i;j þ aiF 1;j; ð5Þ
where bF i;j is the value on correction using the sponge
boundary condition, ai is the corrective coefficient, Fi, j is
the predictive value before correcting, with i = 1,2, . . ., 10,
F1,j is the predictive value at the west boundary. The
sponge range covers 50-km in width. a1, a2, a10 are set to
be 1.00, 0.80, 0.60, 0.45, 0.30, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.00,
respectively.

2.3. Initial conditions

Set

hðx; y; 0Þ ¼ hTbðx; y; 0Þ þ hsðy; 0Þ þ H ð6Þ
at t = 0, where hTb stands for the sum of the initial basic-
state circular vortex and anomaly in terms of the height
field, hs denotes the height field of the subtropical high
ridge, and H the resting fluid depth.

The initial basic-state circular vortex employed here is
defined [15] as

vbsðrÞ ¼ 2V mðr=rmÞð1=ð1þ ðr=rmÞ2ÞÞ expð�aðr=rmÞbÞ; ð7Þ
where vbs is the azimuthal mean tangential wind velocity, r

is the radial distance from the center of the vortex, and Vm,
rm, a, and b are constants, with Vm = 5 ms�1, rm = 80 km,
a = 5.5 · 10�6, and b = 6 [16].

From Vbs(r) we can work out ubs (x,y, 0), vbs(x,y, 0), and
nbs (x,y, 0) at every grid point of the computational domain
with nbs as the relative vorticity of the basic-state circular
vortex.

We assume that there are four-cluster anomalies. The
anomalies are given by [12]

n0 ¼
n0max

P
i¼1;4

sin2ðpðdri � DÞ=2DÞ; dri < D

0; dri P D:

8<
: ð8Þ

Here dr1, dr2, dr3 and dr4 are the distances from the anom-
aly centers (xd1, yd1), (xd2, yd2), (xd3, yd3), and (xd4, yd4),
respectively; n0max and D are parameters describing the
amplitude and width of the anomalies, respectively;
n0max ¼ 1:74� 10�4 s�1, D = 50 km, (xd1, yd1) = (500) km,
(xd2, yd2) = (100, �50) km, (xd3, yd3) = (1500) km, (xd4,
yd4) = (100,50) km, g = 9.8m Æ s�2.
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w 0 can be worked out from n 0 by the successive overre-
laxation, and n̂0 ¼ r2w0 and the difference Dn0 ¼ n0 � n̂0.
The maximum of Dn 0/n 0 is smaller than 0.1%. u 0 and v 0

are then calculated via Z · $w 0, where Z is the vertical unit
vector, and added to the basic-state winds to get
~u ¼ ubs þ u0 and ~v ¼ vbs þ v0.

In cases where a balanced height field is desired, a suc-
cessive overrelaxation for

r2hTb ¼ ð1=gÞ f nþ 2
o~v
oy

o~u
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ox
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� �� �
ð9Þ

is performed to calculate hTb (x, y, 0) in (6). The tolerance
required for hTb is gr2hTb � f fþ 2ðo~v=oyÞðo~u=oxÞ�ð

�
ðo~v=oxÞðo~u=oyÞÞÞmax < 0:001=f n. hs(y, 0) in (6) is deter-
mined by [14]
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Here f = 2X sinu, and f0 = 2X sinu0, where u0 is the lati-
tude for the middle line of the computational domain with
u0 = 20�N; hs0 is the parameter for intensity; w is the dis-
tance between the north and south boundaries of the com-
putational domain, with w = 2000 km; b ¼ ð2X=~a cosÞu,
where ~a is the radius of the earth.

us(y, 0) and vs(y, 0) can be worked out from hs(y, 0)
according to the geostrophic balance relation, and adding
us(y, 0) to ~uðx; y; 0Þ, we can obtain the initial zonal velocity
field, ~vðx; y; 0Þ, simply used as the initial meridional velocity
field. The initial height field can be worked out by substi-
tuting hTb(x,y, 0) and hs(y, 0) into (6). The Nitta-Hover-
male dynamic initialization scheme is adopted in this study.

2.4. Experiment design

Experiment A (EXA): h0 = 0, without topography;
Experiment B (EXB): h0 = 4000 m, with topography. Com-
paring EXA with EXB, we can analyze the effect of topog-
raphy on the self-organization of multi-vortices.

3. Major results

3.1. Effect of topography on the axisymmetrization of the

major vortex

The temporal evolution of the relative vorticity field in
EXA (without terrain) during 0–7 h is shown in Fig. 1.

The following evolution process can be seen from Fig. 1:
when t = 0 h, in the initial field there are four meso-b scale
vortices at about rm to the east of the major vortex center
(Fig. 1(a)), and it is a typically non-axisymmetric flow pat-
tern. Because meso-b scale vortices are embedded in the
anticlockwise rotation basic flow of the major vortex, they
shift anticlockwise after integration starts (Fig. 1(a)–(h)).
Among the four initial meso-b scale vortices, the initial
west vortex gradually merges into the major vortex, and
the initial north vortex gradually approaches the major
vortex, and has been connected with the major vortex after

t = 6 h. The initial east and south vortices still exist at
t = 7 h.

After 7 h (Fig. 2), they gradually merge into the major
vortex, resulting in a quasi-axisymmetric flow pattern at
t = 36 h. This quasi-final state flow pattern consists of
two parts, i.e. an inner region and an outer region of
spiral-band shape. Obviously, this is a typhoon-like vortex
(Fig. 2).

The temporal evolution of the relative vorticity field in
EXB (with terrain) during 0–7 h is displayed in Fig. 3.

The anticlockwise shift of meso-b scale vortices and the
complete mergence of the initial west meso-b scale vortex
with the major vortex in EXA still exist in experiment B
(Fig. 3(a)–(h)), and after 7 h the four initial meso-b scale
vortices are also all absorbed by the major vortex (Fig. 4).

The main difference of EXA from EXB is that their axi-
symmetrization processes have different charicteristics. As
is well known, the axisymmetric flow pattern of vortex
must satisfy two conditions. First, contours exhibit an
almost circle shape, and second, the center of vortex lies
in the vicinity of the center of the circle. The flow patterns
at t = 28 h, 32 h, and 36 h in EXA (Fig. 2(f)–(h)) basically
satisfy the above two conditions. However, those at
t = 28 h, 32 h, and 36 h in EXB (Fig. 4(f)–(h)) are far differ-
ent from the two conditions.

It can be seen from the above-mentioned results that
when there is no terrain present, the initial non-axisymmet-
ric flow pattern of the coexistence of five vortices, through
self-organization, may evolve to a quasi-axisymmetric
typhoon-like vortex, but when a mesoscale topography is
incorporated into the model, this quasi-axisymmetric
quasi-final state flow pattern does not form.

3.2. Effect of topography on the intensity of major vortex

The relative vorticity at the center of vortex nmax is gener-
ally used to represent the intensity of the vortex. The outmost
contours of relative vorticity in Figs. 1–4 denote
n = 0.5 · 10�4 s�1, and the contour interval is 0.5 · 10�4 s�1.

In EXA, nmax remains stable, at about 3.0 · 10�4 s�1

throughout the whole integration period of 36 h (Figs. 1
and 2). However, in EXB, it temporally oscillates around a
general increasing trend. That is to say, nmax = 3.0 ·
10�4 s�1 when t = 0 h (Fig. 3(a)), nmax = 2.5 · 10�4 s�1 dur-
ing t = 1–2 h (Fig. 3(b)–(c)), nmax increases from 3.0 ·
10�4 s�1 to 5.0 · 10�4 s�1 during t = 3–12 h (Fig. 3(d)–(h),
Fig. 4(a)–(b)), then reduces to 4.0 · 10�4–4.5 · 10�4 s�1

again in t = 16–20 h (Fig. 4(c)–(d)), reaches the maximum
value of 6.0 · 10�4 s�1(twice the initial value of
3.0 · 10�4 s�1) in the period of t = 24–28 h (Fig. 4(e)–(f)),
and then slightly declines in t = 32–36 h (Fig. 4(g)–(h)).

The maximum wind speed of vortex is another quantity
indicating the intensity of vortex. The local maximum wind
speed Vmax in EXA reduces slightly with time (Fig. 5). The
smoothing is generally employed to deal with the nonlinear
instability in numerical integration of model, and in fact this
is equivalent to adding a dissipative term, which accounts
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for the slight reduction of Vmax in EXA. In contrast to
EXA, the dissipative effect resulted from smoothing also
exists in EXB, but Vmax exhibits a remarkable increasing
trend due to the incorporation of topographic term (Fig. 5).

3.3. Possible reason for the intensification of the major

vortex due to the incorporation of topography

Luo et al. [17] analyzed the effect of topography on
the motion of vortex. When there was no terrain present,

two meso-b vortices anticlockwise rotated mutually
throughout the experiment. In the initial field of the
experiment with topography, there were two meso-b vor-
tices over the south edge of topography, and the initial
relative vorticity over the central area of topography
was zero. After a time period of integration, a negative
vorticity lump appeared over the central area due to
the constraint of absolute vorticity conservation. In this
way, incorporating the topography causes a dramatic
change from the ‘‘pure’’ binary vortex mutual rotation

Fig. 1. Hourly evolution of the relative vorticity field in the time period of 0–7 h in EXA without topography. The panel is a 500 km square centered at
Letter A, within the computational domain of 2000 km · 2000 km. The contour interval is 0.5 · 10�4 s�1, and the outmost and innermost contours denote
0.5 · 10�4 s�1, 3.0 · 10�4 s�1, respectively. (a) t = 0 h; (b) t = 1 h; (c) t = 2 h; (d) t = 3 h; (e) t = 4 h; (f) t = 5 h; (g) t = 6 h; (h) t = 7 h.
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to a ‘‘triple vortex’’ (two meso-b vortices with positive
vorticity and one vorticity lump with negative vorticity)
interaction. The quasi-final state flow patterns of the
mutual rotation of binary vortex and the interaction
among triple vortex were completely different.

In EXB, the center of initial major vortex coincides with
the center of underlying topography, and so the initial rel-
ative vorticity over the center of topography is not zero. As
the time integration goes on, although the negative vortic-
ity lump cannot appear immediately in the central area of

topography, the positive vorticity there should reduce. In
fact, the relative vorticity at the center of topography
VORc does reduce, and its value has become negative after
30 h. On the contrary, VORc does not change obviously in
EXA (Fig. 6).

The reduction of VORc or even sign-reversing at the
center of topography (i.e. point A of the computational
domain) leads to such a consequence that the center of
quasi-final state vortex cannot lie in the vicinity of point
A, and it also cannot depart far away from point A due

Fig. 2. Four-hourly evolution of the relative vorticity field in the time period of 8–36 h in EXA without topography. The others are the same as Fig. 1. (a)
t = 8 h; (b) t = 12 h; (c) t = 16 h; (d) t = 20 h; (e) t = 24 h; (f) t = 28 h; (g) t = 32 h; (h) t = 36 h.
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to a weak ambient flow. Therefore, the quasi-final state
vortex can only stay on the mountain slope, which
results in the reduction of the spatial scale of the vortex
(comparing Fig. 2(f)–(h) with Fig. 4(f)–(h)). The total
kinetic energy of the model domain W is not affected
by the incorporation of topography, and so W in EXA
and EXB at t = 36 h should be identical. According to
the calculation, the relative error Dw < 0.001, where
Dw = (W(B) �W(A))/W(A), and W(B), and W(A) are

the total kinetic energy in EXB and EXA at t = 36 h,
respectively. The total kinetic energy is almost not chan-
ged, but the spatial scale of quasi-final state major vortex
is obviously reduced after the incorporation of topogra-
phy, which must result in the concentration of kinetic
energy or energy, i.e. the increase of nmax and Vmax. This
might be a possible cause for the intensification of the
quasi-final state major vortex due to the incorporation
of topography.

Fig. 3. Hourly evolution of the relative vorticity field in the time period of 0–7 h in EXB with topography. The thick solid line circle approximates the
outer edge of the topography, and the others are the same as Fig. 1.
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4. Conclusions and discussion

Self-organization, complexity, and diversity are charac-
teristic behaviors existing generally in natural world, and
have become of interest in many fields. Luo et al. [17] have
analyzed the interaction of vortices from a novel viewpoint
of self-organization. Luo and Liu [18] have studied the self-
organization and complexity of tropical storm. In the
actual atmosphere, terrain frequently intensifies the vortex
and brings torrential rain disaster. A lot of correlatively

observational facts and analysis works have been accumu-
lated and performed, and much progress in studies on the
mechanisms has also been achieved. However, to com-
pletely understand the mechanisms, much work is required.
In view of self-organization, based on the study of Enago-
nio and Montgomery [12], this paper incorporates the
effects of weak ambient flow and topography to analyze
the effect of topography on the intensity of self-organized
vortex and its possible mechanism. Results show that the
topography incurs the intensification of quasi-final state

Fig. 4. Four-hourly evolution of the relative vorticity field in the time period of 8–36 h in EXB with topography. The thick solid line circle approximates
the outer edge of the topography, and the others are the same as Fig. 2.
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vortex. The squeezing of topography against the quasi-final
state vortex reduces its spatial range, and on the other
hand, the incorporation of topography will not change
the total kinetic energy of the model domain. Therefore,
the reduction of the spatial range of the vortex directly
results in the concentration of energy, and the increases
in the relative vorticity of the quasi-final state vortex and
in the local maximum wind speed. This is a possible mech-
anism obtained from the point of view of self-organization.

When a vortex approaches a mesoscale topography in
the atmosphere, it is possibly useful to look at the evolution
of the spatial scale of the vortex and to identify whether the
vortex can intensify.

There are many other possible factors determining the
intensification of vortex, such as the heating of latent heat
produced by vigorous convection, on which further studies
are needed.
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